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   Abstruct: Solutions to the Cauchy problem for Schr6dinger equations with

cubic convoiution are considered. Conditions on the initial data and the potential

are given so that the energy of soiutions blows up in finite tirne.
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 1. Intreduction

   In this note we shall consider the Cauchy problem

(1) iOtu=du+f<u), xER" and t>O

(2) u(X, O)= 9(X),
                          nwhere i pm-V-1, Ot=O/6t, d==XOj2 (Oj=O/Oxj), f<u) represents a cubic convolu-

tion nonlinearity: i--i

(3) ･ f(u)=(V*lu12)u== (f Y(x-y)lu(Y)l2dy)u(x)

(all integrals are taken over R"), and V(x), p(x) satisfy the following properties.

   (Al) Y(x) is real valued and V(-x)=Y(x);

   (A2) IV(x)IE{{:Clxl-a (O<a<n) or V(x) EiiLP=:LP(R") (lsg[pf{;oo);

   (A3) g(x)EH'nX, r==max{3, [(n+1)12]}.

Here Hk==Hle(R") (k>-O integer) is the Sobolev space with norm

(4) Uvl lHk ==(itt. le f[Dav(x)l2dx)i/2 '

(a=(ai,a2,･･････,evn) being a multi-index and Da :a"iiOa22-･･O"." ), Z]= {g;[x[p(x)eL2} and

[q] is the largest integer "<q.

   As we see in Ginibre-Velo [1], the above problem has a unique local solution

in time, and since (A3) is rather strong, it belongs to Ct ([O,.T,); Hr-2) n
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C([O, To); Hrfi:) for a To>O. (In[1] is treated only the case V(x)GLP. In case

IV(x) IS:Cixl'a, the Young inequality should be replaced by the generalized Young

(Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev) inequality to show e. g., Lemma 2. 1 of [1].)

   In this note we investlgate conditions under which this solution may blow

up in finite time. Such a blow up problem has been studied by Glassey [2] in

case of the power nonlinearity f<u)=giulb"bl with g>O and P>!. We shall show

                                     nsimilar blow-up results requiring x.VV(x)ei = xjOiV(x)E{:-cV(x) for some c>2. In

                                    1'=1
case c>2, his line of proof can be followed to our problem without any essential

modification. On the other hand, the argument of Glassey-Schaeffer[3]can be

applied to the critical case c==2.

  2. The Blow-up Theorems

   We begin with a lemma giving several identities which will be used in

the proof of Theorems.

   Lemma. Let u be a solution of (1), (2) on an interual Of{t< To. Then

(5) llu(t)ll2=- (f lu(x, t)l2d v)i12 =llqll2;

(6) f{I Vu(x, t)(2--li-(V* lul2) Iu(x, t)l2} dx= const =- E,;

t f[x]21u(x, t)12dx== -4Imlu(x, t)x･7za(x, t)dx;

t lmS(u(x, t)x･7u(x, t)dx

                   = - 2 I {1 cru(x, t)I2+ t (x .7V* 1ul 2)1za(x, t)I2} dx ;

(g) gyu (t) ll2+Relu(x, t)x･7u(x, t)dx=o.

                                              '
    Proof. We multiply (1) by 2a and take the imaginary part. Then since Y(x)

is real, the same proof of [2; Lemma] yields (5) and (7). Next we multiply (1) by

2etit and integrate the real part of this identity. Then since V(x-y)==V(y-x) ((Al)),

we have

                   f(V*lui2)Otlu12dx=-li-otS(V*lul2)lui2dx

and (6) follows. To derive (8), we multiply (1) by 2x.7ti and integrate the real part

of this identity. Then noting the equality
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                   fx･(P7V*lui2)lul2dx="li-f(x･t7V*iul2)lzal2dv

which also results from (Al), we can follow the proof of [2; Lemma]. Finally, (9)

is easily obtained if we integrate the identity

                   1n                   -li-7'(xha12)=ilu12+Redr(x･cru).o

   With these iclentities we can establish our blow-up theorems.

   Theorem 1. Let u be a solution of (1), (2). Assume that

  (A4) E,go;
  (A5) Imlg(x)x･7g(x)dx>O;

  (A6) There exists a c>2 sztch that x･7V(x)E{:-cV(x).

Then there exists a finite time T such that

(lo) ,ttg}- lll7za(t)ll=+ oo.

   Proof. We briefly repeat the proof of [2; Theorem]. Put

(11) y(t) =Imjdi(xt7u)dx.

Then by (6), (8) of Lemma and the above (A4), (A6) we have

(12) y'(t))}i(c-2)l17Ml2dx-cEo)}r(c-2)llPzt(t)112>-O.

Moreover, by (A5) we see y(O)>O and y'(O)>O. So the function y(t) is positive and
increasing whenever u exists. It follows from (7) of Lemma that (Ilxi21u12dx)'(t)

=-4y(t)<O. Therefore,

                   llxi2lztl2dxE{gfrxT21g12dx!!id,2<oo,

and the Schwarz inequality applied to (11) yields y(t):{;doll7tt(t)ll. Using this and

(12), we obtain the differential inequality

                      y'(t)>(c-2)do-2y(t)2, y(O)>O.

Integrating gives the estimate

                   l l 7za(t) l i >do-iy(t) );i:y(O)do! {do2 - (c -2)y(O)t} ,

which implies (10).

   Theorem 2. Let u be the soltttion of (1),(2). Assume that

       Eo<O, or (A4)tIEEo,;,O.a."ddI.Mff:[:jX.>7,S}d.")>,]illziO:,[/.,ii,
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  (A6)' x･7V(x)s{l-2V(x).

Then there exists a finite time T verilying (10).

   Proof (cf., [3; Theorem III]). Integrate (7) over (O,t). Then we have noting (11)

and the inequa!ity y'(t);;)-2Eo ((12) with C==2),

              I1xu(t)l12==i1xpi12-4SgN(s)dss;Yxpil2-4y(o)t+4E,t2.

Here 11xpll+ly(O)i<oo bY (A3) Ea,"<do, ,,

                          Eo==O and y(O)>O, or

                          y(O)2VEolixpli

by(A4)'. Thus, there exists a T<oo such that

                          lim llxu(t):=O.<13) ,..[ii-
On the other hand, it follows from (5) and (9) that

(14) O<Ilgoll2=1lu(t)H2S2 nRl7u(t)iili tzt(t)l].

(13) and (14) show the theorem. O
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